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Claim Awareness Month
Warning Signs of Possible
Forgery or Fraud--conclusion
In our September Chat we set forth seven factual situations where a fraud or forgery problem may arise. In
October we Chatted about the first four and this month we will conclude discussing the last three situations.
The fifth example involved the title agent giving the mortgage payoff check to the seller or the seller’s
representative to take to the lender, rather than the title agent delivering the check though normal procedures.
You could say it is okay because the seller (a builder) is a good customer, or it is okay because you will call
the lender to verify that the payoff check was in fact delivered. I will point you to a problem that occurred in
the Cincinnati, Ohio, area where many title companies did give the payoff check to one of their best
customer’s representative at the closing. The seller was a large builder. The check was taken to the lender but
was not deposited for the purpose of paying down the builder’s loan balance. You can get a complete picture
of what happened by going to the website of one of that area’s local newspapers at
http://www.enquirer.com/erpenbeck/
The sixth example involved being asked to notarize the signature of the seller on a deed that is presented at the
closing already completely executed except for the acknowledgment. The notary procedure has been placed
into the laws of all of the states to reduce the possibility of fraud/forgery in the execution of different
documents, some of which are deeds, mortgages, powers of attorney, etc. We are in the process of reviewing
the Notary Public laws of the different states for the purpose of creating a Title Guide for our agents and it is
clear that each state requires the notary to either personally know the person whose signature they are to
notarize or to require that the person present valid identification (with photographs) such as driver’s licenses,
passports, etc. A number of the states also allow for the concept of a “credible witness” in which a person
personally known to the notary executes a writing verifying the identity of the person whose signature is to be
notarized. So the answer is that your state law will govern. Some states allow the signor to appear before the
notary with identification and acknowledge that the signature on the document is his/hers. Other states require
the person to sign the document before the notary.
The last example involved a mail away where the documents are not sent to a “trusted person” such as another
title company, bank or attorney, but rather to an address where the seller was to be at a certain time. Can you
verify that the seller was the person who signed the deed? Can you verify the notary’s acknowledgment?
Depending on the practice in your state and that of your local recorder’s offices, verification of the notary’s
appointment may be an issue. Some states have a procedure in place where written confirmation of the
notary’s appointment can be obtained from either the Secretary of State’s office for the state, or the local clerk
of the court’s office in the county where the notary resides. The written confirmation of the notary’s
appointment can be attached to the document to be recorded. Many states now maintain websites where you
can verify the notary’s appointment.
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